elements were common in his melodies throughout his career; particularly in his late works those elements often fused into close approximations of the model described by Lippmann. In short, Rossini's approach to melodic form was much nearer to that of his followersand much more a part of the tradition of popular operatic melodythan Lippmann and others have suggested.
To clarify Rossini's contribution to the structure of later Italian melody, we must first examine the mid-century lyric form in greater detail.7 One example that illustrates the most important features of the form is Abigaille's "Anch'io dischiuso un giorno" from act 2 of Verdi's Nabucco (Example i). Like most melodies written by Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi (through the I85os), Abigaille's begins with paired four-measure phrases (A4 A'4), each of which divides symmetrically into two-measure sub-phrases. This opening eight-measure thematic block presents the principal ideas of the melody and introduces the first four lines of its text.
A contrasting four-measure medial section follows, setting lines 5-6. Usually this section consists of a two-measure idea that is repeated exactly, sequentially, or with minor variations.8s Rhythmic, 7 I have based my system for diagramming melodies on the one proposed by Joseph Kerman (1982, 48-49) . Briefly, I have assigned phrases within a given functional section of a melody the same letter, at least at their initial occurrence: A for opening phrases, B for medial phrases, C for closing phrases. Phrases retain their original designations when they return later in a given melody. Phrases within a single functional section that use similar motives are distinguished by primes (A, A', A", etc.); such phrases using essentially unrelated motives are differentiated with numerals (Ai, A2, etc.). Subscript numerals give the number of measures in each phrase. For example, A4 would have four measures. When a phrase moves toward closure, but then continues without a full cadence, "ex" followed by a numeral shows that the phrase has been extended by the number of measures indicated. A4ex2 would mean that a four-measure phrase has a two-measure extension (six measures in all). Finally, in parentheses next to the symbols for melody, "S" followed by a numeral designates poetic stanzas, with subscript numerals specifying lines within each stanza. For example, "S 1-2" indicates lines 1-2 of a first stanza. both begin with an upward leap, then descend, and finally conclude with rocking motion-is reinforced by the E minor cadence in measures 9-io. As in many other pieces, unstable harmony-the inflection to E minor in B2 and the dominant chords in B'2-gives the medial section an expectant character and turns it into a miniature waiting passage. Typically, presentation of the text is completed with a closing section that either recapitulates an opening phrase literally (A'4), or draws motives from the opening phrases to create a related closing phrase or phrases (A' '"4, sometimes extended with additional music), or introduces new material (C4).9 These concluding phrases normally avoid or at least de-emphasize the two-measure articulations that have prevailed before them. Thus they complete a closed anapestic rhythm initiated by the shorter medial phrases, joining with them in an eight-measure unit that corresponds in length to the opening thematic block (e.g., B2 B'2 C4) 10 They also tend (at least after 18 30) to provide a culminating intensification of musical expresion and excitement by incorporating greater rhythmic activity, more florid melody, and more prominent climaxes of melodic range. Whenever A phrases recur in the closing section they contribute the additional stability of thematic return. In Abigaille's melody, the A" phrase (measures 13-16) acts as an unambiguous four-measure anchor for the end of the theme, since the continuity of its vocal ornamentation, an elaboration on the gruppetto from measure 2, eliminates the two-measure level of articulation. It also provides a culminating focus of expressive intensity by combining a melodic climax, appoggiaturas, fioriture, and (in the context of this relatively diatonic theme) piquant chromatic harmony in measures piti comuni e semplici, cioe un primo periodo di 8 battute a due frasi, un secondo di 4 battute, la ripresa poi della seconda frase del primo periodo, cui succede un altro periodo come di appendice, e subito la cadenza.") 9 In Bellini's melodies the A phrase usually returns. Donizetti preferred new closing phrases until the mid-I83os, when he began using thematic reprise with equal frequency. Verdi chose recapitulation somewhat more often than continuation in his early operas. 10 Eugene Narmour (1977, 148-52) discusses rhythmic closure and non-closure. In sum, an archetypal mid-century melody has these principal features: i) it includes three kinds of thematic material-an opening "thematic block" (A A' or one of the variants), a contrasting idea (B), and a closing phrase or phrases (some version of A or C); 2) it comprises a regular hierarchy of two-measure sub-phrases, fourmeasure phrases, and eight-measure periods; 3) units from the twoand four-measure levels combine to create large-scale rhythmic closure across the entire form; and 4) each phrase of music sets two lines of text, with no text other than individual words or short phrases being repeated until its coda reuses entire lines. 13 In the interest of distinguishing Bellini's style from that of his most important predecessor, scholars have emphasized his nurturing of the mid-century lyric form, while minimizing Rossini's contribution to its development. Julian Budden (1973, 14) has suggested that the lyric form (especially in slow movements) was "one of the areas in which Rossini's successors headed by Bellini moved furthest away from their master." Tomlinson (198 1-82, 174-75) concludes similarly that while "the balanced opening phrases, a a', are common in Rossini's lyric movements," his melodies "then typically veer off through a free I The climax on the pitch a" also completes an ascent away from d", the prior focus of the upper range of the melody, an ascent that had been initiated in measures 9 and ii by the arpeggiation e"-g". While these assessments rightly point to an unmistakable trend in the direction of simplified, standardized melodic forms, they also obscure important continuities between Rossini's style and those of later composers and thus inaccurately minimize his contribution to that trend. Full-blown examples of mid-century melodic structure hardly saturate Rossini's operas, but Desdemona'spreghiera is far from unique in its adherence to the later lyric form. For example, Arsace's first cabaletta in Semiramide, "Oh! come da quel di" (act I, number 2; see Example 2 below), has a principal theme that conforms almost exactly to the Bellinian archetype.14 Its balanced opening phrases (A4 A'4; measures 9-16) are followed by a pair of two-measure medial phrases ( (SI3-4) ).
Yet the succession of opening, medial, and closing materials certainly parallels the similar, if more symmetrically executed functional layout of the Bellinian design. 23 In duets and other small ensembles the alternation between singers may complicate the presentation of the three types of material, so that the melody as a whole spans more than a single solo statement. In such cases, variations in texture, from solo passages and imitative dialogues to parallel thirds or sixths, usually underscore functional divisions. In the slow movement "Ah! se caro a te son'io" of Zelmira's duet with Ilo (Zelmira, act I, number 5), each character receives a florid eight-measure A phrase (A8 r2+2+4] and A'8). A contrasting passage of rapid imitative interchange between the singers follows (B4). Finally, a concluding section sung primarily in sixths brings a 23 The opening movement "Invan tu fingi ingrata" of Zoraide and Zomira's duet from Ricciardo e Zoraide (act i, number 4) illustrates the alternative approach of using corresponding antecedent and consequent phrases for the opening section, in this case five-measure phrases shared by the orchestra and voice. The melody continues with three two-measure B phrases that embellish vocally a descending motive given first in the orchestra, followed by a long closing passage (C16), which implies but evades arrival several times before reaching the tonic.
These three-part themes are not confined to Rossini's late operas. They occur commonly as early as Tancredi Rossini's flexible treatment of high-level meter is the aspect of structure that most often separates his melodies from those of later composers. Movements that divide clearly into two-measure motives but combine only weakly into larger phrases still appear even in his late operas. And, more often than Bellini, Donizetti, or Verdi would do later, Rossini distorted the upper levels of the metric hierarchy momentarily to extend a phrase before it cadences. Nonetheless, his melodies tend to fall with increasing frequency into predictable fourand sometimes eight-measure phrases, even when they lack other features of mid-century form. The late operas are filled with such regularly periodic structures as Arsace's "Ah! quel giorno ognor rammento" (Semiramide, act i, number 2: A4 A'4 C4), which differs from the Bellinian norm in the number and arrangement of its phrases but which rigorously maintains a four-measure level of articulation. Other melodies like Ilo's cabaletta "Cara! deh attendimi" (Zelmira, act i, number 4) deviate only in minor respects from four-or eightmeasure groupings: A2+2+4 B4+4 B'4+4exl A2+2+4 coda4+4+6).
For the tonally mobile primi tempi that predominate in his early arias Rossini sometimes wrote a type of melody which closely approximates the Bellinian archetype in the periodic structure of its medial and closing phrases, although it differs from the later model in its open-ended tonal design and in the layout of its initial section. This section often consists of a pair of sequential, two-measure subphrases, which combine with the typically short B phrases to produce an additive chain of motives resembling open melody. One example is the primo tempo "Tu che accendi questo core" of Tancredi's cavatina (act I, number 3). It begins with an ascending sequence (A2 A'2), continues with a two-measure medial phrase repeated with only slight variation (B2 B'2), and concludes with a four-measure closing phrase that cadences on the dominant (C4).
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Melodies of this sort represent a tentative step toward the use of stable melodies in the Bellinian lyric form for the opening movements of arias, the approach that later became the norm. Rossini's examples are particularly interesting because they represent a thoughtful accommodation of the newer principles of melodic design to the larger structural needs of his opening movements. I have argued elsewhere (Balthazar 1985 , 1-86) that by leaving his primi tempi open-ended and linking them tightly to ensuing cabalettas, Rossini underscored the poetic and dramatic integration of many of his early two-movement arias. Although the primo tempo gradually gained poetic and dramatic independence during this period, until the I83os it remained bound in many arias to the following movements by its dramatic content and by poetic meter and rhyme scheme. The open-ended, additively constructed forms that Rossini often composed for his early primi tempi differ from the Bellinian approach in two areas that further his aim of maintaining the anacrusis-like character of these primi tempi and their close connection to the remainder of the lyric number.
In sum, Rossini played a central part in the development of mid-century melodic structure. In numerous cases--more than has generally been acknowledged-he wrote melodies that precisely anticipate Bellinian lyric conventions. Others that resemble the later style less clearly include at least some combination of elements that would figure in the later design: the symmetrical thematic block, the three-part functional segmentation of the melody, long-range rhythmic closure created by the medial and closing phrases, and the multi-tiered periodic hierarchy. We have found these features in themes that perform many different structural roles. The most symmetrical, "Bellinian" structures tend to appear in stable, closed movements: cabalettas, slow movements of duets (usually divided between the characters), and closed slow movements of arias. Unstable opening movements of duets and finales and open-ended primi tempi of arias use freer themes that combine fewer of the stabilizing elements of the lyric form. In particular, the succession of different motives and textures that characterizes the long, multi-partite statements of many tempi d'attacco of duets is especially well suited to the task of opening Rossini's lyric numbers. Nonetheless the general scarcity of double quatrains across Rossini's career cannot explain the infrequency with which the archetypal text-music relationship occurs in the sizeable number of cases where both Bellinian lyric forms and eight-line texts are present. In such cases-Semiramide is the most prominent among Rossini's operas--other factors must be taken into account.25 For example, the librettist Gaetano Rossi seems to have reserved the exceptionally long eight-line texts for scenes of particular theatrical or dramatic importance. Semiramide sings double stanzas for both the primo tempo and cabaletta of her aria in act I (act i, number 5), as does Arsace for his aria of indecision and ultimate heroic resolution in the second act (act 2, number 9). Operatic events such as these--the cavatina of the prima donna or the hero's moment of moral reckoning-may have suggested to Rossini expansive musical presentations, more expansive perhaps than he could sustain with concise, direct melodies in the Bellinian mold. Ironically, in these instances Rossini probably avoided taut 24 Single quatrains also occur occasionally in the arias of later composers, for example Bellini's famous "Casta diva" from Norma, discussed above, p. 114. 25 In Semiramide, of the twenty-five movements in arias and duets (excluding tempi di mezzo but including Semiramide's preghiera from the second act finale) almost half (i i) set double stanzas in their lyric statements (in arias: act I, number 4, cabaletta; act I, number 5, and act 2, number 9, primo tempo and cabaletta; act 2, number 12, cabaletta; in duets: act i, number 3, slow movement; act 2, numbers 8 and i i, slow movement and cabaletta). In addition, Arsace's cavatina (act i, number 2) includes two quatrains in its primo tempo, although Rossini chose to set the second as a transition (see below, p. 121), and provides an eight-line stanza for the cabaletta. lyric forms for basically the same reason that the poet gave him double quatrains.
In other examples, where the first movement of an aria leads directly to a cabaletta, the two stanzas may be devoted to passages of music that have different functions, so that only one stanza is available for a cantabile theme. For example, Rossini set the first stanza of Arsace's "Ah! quel giorno ognor rammento" (act i, number 2), recalling in general terms the hero's rescue of the princess Azema, to a closed melody, one with two balanced opening phrases and a single closing phrase (A4 A'4 C4). However, he employed the second stanza, which describes the incident more graphically, for a more urgent, modulatory transition that leads to a dominant preparation of the cabaletta.
The tradition of text setting in which Rossini began his careerthat is, one that valued articulation and restatement over continuity and economy-probably also influenced his treatment of the relationship between poetry and music. Like his eighteenth-century predecessors, Rossini tended to sectionalize texts, even single quatrains, and to reiterate not only individual words but also phrases and whole stanzas to underscore articulations built into the poetry. For example, Semiramide's opening statement "Serbami ognor si fido" from her first duet with Arsace (act i, number 6, first movement) sets a typical quatrain of text that follows the rhyme scheme abbc and concludes with a tronco line: Serbami ognor si fido il cor, gli affetti tuoi, e tutto sperar puoi, e tutto avrai da me.
Keep your heart and affections ever as devoted to me, and you may hope for anything, and you shall have anything from me. 26 Coupled with the syntax of the poem, this structure generates closures of different strengths at the ends of the last three lines. The second line produces a syntactic break by concluding an independent command (lines 1-2, essentially "remain loyal"), which turns implicitly into a conditional dependent clause only after the third and fourth lines are heard ("[if] you remain loyal, you will receive everything"). At the same time, other factors weaken closure at this point: verse structure-a piano second line occurs, implying continuation instead of closure; rhyme scheme-our knowledge of the style leads to the expectation of another line to rhyme with the second, since the first two lines have not already rhymed; and most simply the predominance of quatrains over couplets inprimo ottocento librettos. Line three provides the expected rhyme for line two ("puoi" for "tuoi") and finishes a second subordinate thought, achieving a different kind of closure. Finally, the strongest poetic cadence comes at the end of the stanza, when Semiramide completes her offer with a tronco line of six syllables.
In With this in mind we can begin to distinguish with greater precision Rossini's style from those of his followers. The distinction concerns partly the breadth of the stylistic spectrum adopted by each composer: Rossini wrote a wide variety of different melodic types, while Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi (early in his career) limited themselves to a narrower range of possibilities centered on the mid-century lyric form. It also concerns the gradual elimination of functional differences among various types of melodies, so that in Bellini's operas the lyric form took over the roles played by different melodic styles in Rossini's. Yet Rossini's participation in the development of the mid-century lyric form is undeniable. Before Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi brought that design to the forefront of their styles, Rossini established it as an important organizational technique. Thus we should regard Bellini not as the originator of the design that would for many years dominate Italian melody, but rather as the composer who solidified and popularized an approach that Rossini had already tested and made successful.
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